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During the first quarter of this century» a meticulous German
artist-ethnographer named Friederich Weygold painted, record-
ed, and studied the Plains Indian on behalf of various German
museums. Although of German parentage, Weygold had been born
in Saint Charles, Missouri, and later settled in Louisville, Ken-
tucky. He was employed by German museums at various times
from 1908 to the late 1930s, and during his tours to collect artifacts
and information, he spent a great deal of time on the Rosebud and
Pine Ridge Indian reservations in South Dakota.

Weygold's years of study and direct contact with the Plains In-
dian brought him the admiration of Walter Campbell, better
known as Stanley Vestal. Vestal, the author of several works on
the American West, was originally a high school teacher in
Louisville. He attributed much of his motivation as a writer to his
friendship with Weygold,' and in the 1920s, the two men worked
briefly together when Weygold illustrated Vestal's book Happy
Hunting Grounds. Vestal wanted the illustrations accurate and

1. Ray Tassin, Stanley VestaL, Champion of the Old West (Glendale, Calif.:
Arthur H. Clark Co., 1973), p. 78.
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Friederich Weygold completed
his paintings by using photo-
graphs taken during a portrait
setting. This 1909 photograph
of Red Cloud clearly shows its
relationship to the finished
portrait.

summed up his reasons for chosing Weygold: "His long intercourse
with the Plains tribes has given him an understanding of them
quite unparalleled, in my opinion, among American artists. His
familiarity with Indian exhibits in museums abroad, where the
earliest collections are to be found, has prepared him to illustrate
early Indian life perhaps more accurately and truly than any other
living American artist."^

Weygold painted and preserved many aspects of American In-
dian life.̂  He also painted portraits of many Indian leaders, but
perhaps the most prominent leader who sat for him was the Sioux
chieftain Red Cloud (Mahpiya LutaJ. Weygold's portrait of Red

2. Stanley Vestal, Happy Hunting Grounds, illus. Frederick Weygold (Chicago:
Lyons & Carnahan. 1928), p. vii.

3. For more information about Weygold's paintings and methods, see Louisville
Courier Journal Magazine, 12 May 1974. For information on his preservation work,
«ee Charles Ronald Corum. "A Teton Tipi Cover Depiction of the Sacred Pipe Myth,"
South Dakota History 5 (Summer 1975h 22944.
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Cloud, which appears on the cover, was painted in 1909, five
months before Red Cloud's death In December 1909. Extensive
research suggests that it is the last portrait of the famous chief. In-
terviews with Edgar Red Cloud, the great-grandson of Red Cloud,
contribute to the status of the portrait. Edgar was only fourteen
years of age at the time of his great-grandfather's death, but he
told researcher C. Ronald Corum that he remembered the portrait
being painted and knew of no other photographs or paintings made
after Weygold's. Edgar Red Cloud also indicated that Red Cloud's
war shirt was not available at the time of the setting and that he is
actually wearing his son Jack Red Cloud's shirt.'The ceremonial
pipe that Red Cloud holds is probably also Jack's as it appears in
earlier photographs of Jack Red Cloud. '

Prior to and during a portrait setting, Weygold usually took
multiple photographs of his subjects. Using these photographs,
detailed notes, and precise color references, he would then
meticulously complete his paintings when he returned to his home
and studio in Louisville. At the time of the setting for this final por-
trait. Red Cloud was almost totally blind and deaf, but Weygold's
painstaking methods captured the old chief's enduring dignity for
the benefit of future generations.

4. Interviews with Edgar Red Cloud, Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, Aug. 1973.
5. The authors wish to thank Steve Feraca of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

Washington, D.C. for this information.
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